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Abstract Although many scientists strongly focus on anomaly detection in different
applications and domains, there currently exists no universally accepted definition
of anomalies and outliers. Using an approach based on control theory and dynamical
systems, as well as a definition for anomalies as described by philosophy of science,
the authors propose a generalized framework viewing anomalies as key drivers
of progress for a better understanding of the dynamical systems around us. By
mathematically defining anomalies and delimiting deviations within expectations
from completely unforeseen instances, this paper aims to be a contribution to set up
a universally accepted definition of anomalies and outliers.
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1 Introduction

Anomalies, often interchangeably called outliers [1], are of key interest in explorative
data analysis. Therefore, anomaly detection finds application in many different sci-
entific fields, i.e., in social science, economics, engineering, and medical science [2].
In particular, research in these domains regarding databases, data mining, machine
learning or statistics focuses strongly on anomaly detection [3]. Despite the wide
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range of anomaly detection, there is currently no universally accepted definition of
what an outlier or anomaly is [2], and the mathematical definition depends on the
selected method to find these anomalies [4].

The authors previously proposed an applied framework to formalize anomalies
within the context of control theory and dynamical systems [5]. In this publication,
the idea is discussed inmore depth, and a generalization of the framework is proposed
to extend its application area to more domains since dynamical systems are relevant
in engineering and science [6] as well as in management science and economics [7].
Furthermore, the proposed definition of anomalies should also be applicable outside
of the context of control theory and aims to be a contribution to set up a universally
accepted definition of anomalies and outliers.

When controlling or simulating dynamical systems, ameasurement and prediction
process is used. Anomalies occur in this process as substantial deviations of a
measured system state (an actual value) from an expected system state (a planned
value) [5]. Despite simulation and planning effort, these deviations still occur. While
some deviations fall within an acceptable range andwithin the expectations of normal
system behavior, other anomalies are completely unforeseen and do not fit the set-up
and expectations of the system. Three sequential questions are derived to further
investigate the nature of anomalies within dynamical systems:

1. What distinguishes unforeseen system states from regular system behavior?
2. How can unforeseen system states or errors occur despite simulation?
3. How can unforeseen system states be analyzed and transferred to a standard

model of a system’s behavior?

2 Definition of Anomalies for Dynamical Systems

2.1 Definitions of Anomalies and Outliers

In general, it is assumed that anomalies are somehow visible within the data of
the observed systems. This is also clearly stated by the definition of an outlier or
anomaly as data points with a substantial deviation from the norm since this requires
a normal state of the system and a measurable deviation [8]. Furthermore, the
anomaly detection requires existence and knowledge of a normal state, a definition
of a deviation, a metric, and a threshold measure of distance. This threshold measure
of distance uses the selected metric. All distances between the norm and the data
points, which are either above (in case of distance measures) or below (in case of
similarity measures) the defined threshold, are assumed to be non-substantial.

Therefore, in addition, the selection of an appropriate metric becomes an impor-
tant tool to accurately describe an anomaly. Some authors claim that, in a practical
application, the selection of a suitable metric might be more important than the
algorithm itself. For example, if clusters are clearly separated within the examined
dataset in context of the selected metric, clusters will be found independently of
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the used method or algorithm [9]. Other authors claim that the selected method for
investigating clusters is of importance [10].

To summarize, there is no trivial definition of a normal state, a deviation, andwhen
a deviation might be substantial. Some authors therefore describe the usefulness of
an analysis only within the context of the goals of the analysis [11]. Outlier detection
becomes more of a technical target than an actual scientific finding of something
novel since the novelty is always defined within the technical target of the analysis.
Alternatively, the normal model of the data defines an anomaly [1].

This results, for example, in approaches of regression diagnostics to exclude
outliers and anomalous data prior to an analysis or to conduct the analysis along the
standard model in a more robust way, which is less affected by anomalies [12]. Both
approaches result in the maintaining of the normal model using anomalies as if they
were less adequate or not at all representative of the data set.

Since anomalies are only relevant within a context, a typology of anomalies within
different dataset contexts can be created. Thus, Foorthuis [13] proposes a typology
along the following dimensions: types of data (qualitative, quantitative or mixed),
anomaly level (atomic or aggregated) and cardinality of relationship (univariate or
multivariate). Anomalies are, within this kind of typology, always dependent on
the dataset and behave differently along the measured features, which have been
classified as relevant for the specific analysis. The anomaly detection becomes a
detection of unfitting, surprising values while maintaining the normal model.

2.2 Definition by Philosophy of Science

If the assumptions regarding normal states, deviation, and substantiality are dropped,
it is possible to discuss anomalies on a more fundamental level for understanding
our surroundings and the observations of them.

To do this, anomalies have to be placed in the historic context of science and
research. Since anomaly detection as a discipline of data science is placed within
the scientific context [14], anomaly detection can also be analyzed as part of the
scientific method and therefore a comparison with the historical understanding of
anomalies in the context of science becomes relevant. By definition of Kuhn [15],
anomalies play an important role in the scientific discovery of novelties:

Discovery commences with the awareness of anomaly, i.e., with the recognition that nature
has somehow violated the paradigm-induced expectations that govern normal science. It
then continues with a (...) exploration of the area of anomaly. And it closes only when the
paradigm theory has been adjusted so that the anomalous has become the expected.

This statement describes scientific progress as a stepwise discovery and the place-
ment of anomalies within a normal state by science. The discussed normal state is
therefore dictated by current scientific knowledge, which encompasses the predic-
tions of the currently available and widely used models and theories. An anomaly
violates the normal state by violating the predictions of these models. The steps of
scientific progress are then as follows:
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1. Knowledge of the anomaly.
2. Stepwise acknowledgement of observations and conceptual nature of the

anomaly.
3. Change of paradigm and methods to include the anomaly in the new models,

often under resistance by the scientific community itself.

Therefore, different states of an anomaly exist as follows:

1. The anomaly is completely unknown.
2. The anomaly is neither described nor modeled but was observed.
3. The anomaly is not commonly recognized and placed within the standard model.

The states of anomalies correspond to the initially defined questions in the in-
troduction regarding the delimitation of anomalous states from normal states, the
exploration of the causes for anomalies, and the modeling and planning with the
now known anomalies. If the states of anomalies are used to describe practical errors
in engineering, error states of systems are not anomalies. This is the case because
if error states are priorly classified as such, they are therefore already known and
described. This corresponds to the idea that outliers or anomalies are created by a
different underlying mechanism [16] and therefore imply an unknown system behav-
ior, which needs modeling to better describe the system. In addition, this follows the
assumption of a normal state in which anomalies simply derive from a normal model
[1] since they are not part of the normal model. Also, this idea relates strongly to the
discussion of the relation between novelty and anomaly detection [17].

To follow the definitions by Kuhn [15], science is driven by internal progress, lim-
ited by the current methods and available resources, while external targets, defined by
stakeholders, e.g., society or companies, drive technicians. This description matches
the idea that the usefulness of an analysis should be evaluated within the context of
its goals [11] and distinguishes two types of anomalies: "Scientific" anomalies of a
novel observation and "technical" anomalies as deviations from a predefined norm
using a predefined measurement of substantiality.

"Scientific" anomalies might still result in unwanted system states, which then
can result in some kind of error or critical system state. Nevertheless, not every
"scientific" anomaly inevitably results in an error state and not every error state is
a "scientific" anomaly. An anomaly is not a "scientific" anomaly if the error state
is already documented or can be described by the standard model. In this case, the
anomaly becomes a "technical" anomaly.

Using the philosophy of science definition of anomalies, the normal state is the
prediction by the systemmodel, the deviation is the difference between the prediction
of the system state and the measured actual state of the system, and the substantiality
is defined by the noise and precision of our predictions and measurement tools.

3 Proposed Framework for a Formalization of Anomalies

To separate "scientific" and "technical" anomalies, a formerly proposed framework
[5] is generalized as illustrated in Fig. 2. and mathematically defined in this section.
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Fig. 1 Formalization of "scientific" and "technical" anomalies and system states.

Definition 1 (System State) There exists a multivariate description G8 of a state 8
with a finite number of features. For each feature 9 of state 8 a value G8 9 exists, which
is a realization of the feature space ' 9 . The value G8 9 is the actual and precise state
description of feature 9 at state 8. Although there exists only a single true value
G8 9 , the value itself does not necessarily have to be a single data point but can be a
multivariate or symbolic data value and can be of any data type.

∀8 ∀ 9 ∃! G8 9 , G8 9 ∈ ' 9 (1)

The set � of all combinations of system state values with � features is given by:

� = {G8 | ∀ 9 ∃ G8 9 ∈ ' 9 } = '1 × ... × '� (2)

Definition 2 (Operation) An operation is an analytical function 5 which changes
the system state from state 8 to the following state 8 + 1. Both states belong to the set
of all combinations of system states �.

5 : � → �, 5 (G8) = G8+1 (3)

There exists a finite set � of functions of endogenous state transformations. This
set of functions is the scope of operations that can be performed. These functions
are the fundamental functionality of a system, which can be performed without any
external involvement. For all functions the following expression is applied:

6 ∈ � ∧ 5 ∈ � : 6 ◦ 5 ∈ � (4)

Using the defined function space, a restriction of reachable system states via all
functions from � is defined, resulting in the set of physically possible system states.

Definition 3 (Physically Possible System States) The relation 5 spans the complete
space of state changes of a system using the entire scope of operations. The resulting
space is the set of all possible system states. The physically possible system states
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are the possible realizations of G8 based on a starting point and if only functions from
� are applied. The set % is a group with a neutral element of operations.

% = {G8 | ∀ 5 ∈ � : 5 (G8) ∈ %} ⊆ � (5)

Definition 4 (Observed System States) Of the amount � of existing features of the
system state, only an amount � of features is known with � ≤ �. Since not all
system states can be measured, a function I transforms the real system states and
real operations of the system into observable system states and operations.

I : � → ", I(G8) = G8∗ (6)

Therefore, the set " = '1 × ... × '� is the space of all observable and known
system states. Function I is the measurement process.

Definition 5 (Observed Operations) Not all functions of the whole set of function
� are known or observable when planning and operating a system.

� ′ ⊆ � (7)

Additionally, only observable system states are modeled when operating a system.
The observed operations of systems are therefore projections of a subsets of known
operations of � and operate within the observed and known system states.

�∗ = I(� ′) (8)

The actual conducted operations 5 are always from the set of operations �, but the
expectation and prediction utilize, due to lack of system knowledge, only 5 ∗ ∈ �∗.

5 ∗ : " → ", 5 ∗ (G8∗ ) = G8+1∗ (9)

Therefore, all states applied in operation 5 ∗ are defined as expected system states.

Definition 6 (Expected System States) The system states, which are possible if
only the observed and known operations of the set �∗ are applied to all system states
G8∗ ∈ � , are the expected system behavior.

� = {G8∗ | ∀ 5 ∗ ∈ �∗ : 5 ∗ (G8∗ ) ∈ �} ⊆ " (10)

The expected system states can be further split into desired system states, where
the system is running most beneficially for its usage, a critical system state, where
a possible error or rare system states are measured, and error states, which are
system faults with operational risks involved as defined by Basel III [18]. Applied
in engineering, this definition is compatible with the definition of DIN EN 13306
since the system is at risk of being unable to perform a certain range of functions
without necessarily being completely inoperable [19]. All kinds of errors, warnings
and non-beneficial system states are the "technical" anomalies within the contextual
analysis of the data set.
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Definition 7 (Unforeseen System States) The set of unforeseen system states* are
therefore all measurable system states within the realm of observable system states
but not within the expected system states:

* = "/� (11)

"Scientific" anomalies in unforeseen system states are measured if the real oper-
ation 5 differs from 5 ∗ such that a prediction error occurs:

5 ∗ (G8∗ ) ∈ �, 5 ∗ (G8∗ ) ≠ I( 5 (G8)) ∉ � (12)

"Scientific" anomalies are part of the unforeseen system states. Another reason for
unforeseen system states is a measurement of an impossible system state. Anomalies
originated by physically impossible system states are to be distinguished from "scien-
tific" anomalies since the reason for their occurrence follows a different mechanism.
Thus, they are assigned to the "technical" anomalies.

Definition 8 (Physically Impossible System States) Physically impossible system
states � are combinations of states in set� which are not reachable using function 5 :

� = �/% (13)

Definition 9 (External Influence) Applying changes to the system, the feature
space also changes. Consequently, the space of the physically possible system states
changes. Previously impossible system states become possible system states.

Definition 10 (Faulty Data Points) If a measurement is conducted incorrectly, the
measured values could be within the impossible system states. Faulty data points are
therefore neither measurement noise nor imprecision, but should be systematically
excluded. Note that faulty data points could be within the possible system space but
need to be excluded either way.

4 Conclusion

It is concluded that the anomaly concept is often loosely defined and heavily depends
on assumptions of a normal state, deviation, and substantiality. These definitions are
often case-specific and influenced by the conducting researchers’ choice. Therefore,
a rigorous definition of anomalies is capable of further streamlining the discourse
and increasing a common understanding of what kind of anomaly is described.

Using "technical" and "scientific" anomalies, further research will be conducted
to set up models detecting both types of anomalies separately. Differences between
observed and real system states and operations are a focus of further research to
more precisely analyze the hidden processes of the "scientific" anomaly generation.
Also, a more fundamental discussion of the philosophical definition of anomalies
within the philosophy of science and its applications to anomaly detection in general
should be conducted to further gain insight into the true nature of anomalies.
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The authors plan to validate the concept by using the proposed definition and
framework in exemplary applications within industrial processes. Furthermore,
anomaly detection methods designed for applications in dynamical systems using
the proposed framework are planned to be developed.
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